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Niakwa Country Club
Mission Statement

To provide a premier, private club environment, allowing our members to
experience the sheer joy of golf and feel among friends.
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Introduction
Niakwa Country Club is a Stanley Thompson masterpiece developed in the heart of the city limits.
Management is committed to providing tier one playing conditions to its members. It’s a place to come
enjoy a round a golf while enjoying the natural wild life alongside you throughout your round. After your
round you can also experience food and drink either in Niakwa’s member lounge or on the extravagant
Gupta terrace that looks out on the eighteenth green and first tee box. Niakwa provides a first class
experience for people of all ages.
Niakwa’s Management team has developed a set of guidelines outlining the day to day maintenance
practices. These guidelines will provide everyone with insight into the daily operations required to
maintain Niakwa at such an elite level.
These golf course maintenance standards will include,
o
o
o

Written standards of day to day operations
Rules and guideline
Input from members and management enhancing Niakwa’s experience

Niakwa Country Club’s management and turf care staff are committed to providing premier conditions
as well as a fun and friendly environment for the members and their guests.
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Course Etiquette
Player Etiquette
Courtesy and respect are essential to the Niakwa experience, as well as the expected behavior of all
members and staff. The appropriate manner for members to address rules violations and/or
inappropriate conducts is to submit a formal complaint in writing to the Board and may be delivered to
the President or the Secretary/Treasurer. This letter will include the name and signature of the person
making the complaint. Issues raised in this manner will be given prompt attention.
ETIQUETTE ON THE COURSE:
The low handicap player in each foursome shall be responsible for course etiquette.
1. PACE OF PLAY
The Niakwa standard for pace of play is 4 hours or less. It is the responsibility of all members and guests
to maintain their correct position on the golf course. Listed below are some guidelines and helpful tips:








Keep up with the group ahead, not ahead of the group behind.
Play from the tees suited to the weakest member of your foursome, especially when introducing
guests to the club.
If your group has fallen behind and there is an opportunity to let the group behind play through
without causing undo delay, please do so as soon as possible.
Mark the landing of everyone’s shots, particularly tee shots; a second and third set of eyes can
drastically reduce search times.
Make a point of getting to your ball quickly so you have time to settle before you next stroke.
Pick up when out of the hole or one stroke short of the maximum score that you can take on the
hole for handicap purposes.
Mark the scorecard on the next tee, not on the green.

2. STARTER
The Starter’s responsibility is to enhance the golfing experience of every Niakwa member and guest, and
to protect our course from unnecessary abuse. Specifically, it is the Starter’s job to draw a player’s
attention when it is observed that pace of play is delaying the game of the following players. Members
and guests are requested to comply with the Starter’s instructions. Failure to do so will be reported to
the Match & Handicap Committee for further action.
3. SAFETY AND COURTESY
As a safety precaution, nobody should stand ahead of the player hitting the ball. No one should move,
talk and stand close to or directly behind the ball or the hole when a player is addressing the ball or
making a stroke. No player should play until all players in front are out of range. Players completing play
at the ninth hole are requested to use discretion in passing the first tee, while players are in the process
of teeing off.
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4. RESPECT FOR THE COURSE
Before leaving a bunker or trap, a player must carefully smooth or rake out all holes and footprints.
From tee to green, a player should ensure any turf cut or displaced is replaced at once or filled with seed
and sand. Any damage to the putting green made by the ball or the player should be carefully repaired.
Players should ensure that, when dropping bags or flagsticks, no damage is done to the putting green.
The flagstick should be properly replaced in the hole before the players leave the putting green.
If newly planted trees (marked with a yellow ribbon) interfere with stance or swing, the ball must be
dropped within one club length of the nearest point of relief.
5. GUESTS
Playing guests may not be introduced before 12:15pm on Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays. The same
guest may not be introduced more than five (5) times in a season. A member may introduce one (1)
guest who resides more than 161 km out of town anytime on a weekend or holiday morning.





A member may introduce a maximum of three guests at one time.
Guests must be accompanied on the golf course by a playing member.
Guests must adhere to the Club Dress code.
All guests must be introduced to the Pro Shop and sign the registrar before playing or practicing.

Intermediate Guest Booking Restrictions are as follows:



May not commence play until 5:00pm on Saturday, Sunday and Holiday Mondays in June, July &
August.
The same guest may not be introduced more than five (5) times in a season.

There is no discount for less than 18 holes.
Guest Green Fees








$145.00 + GST Unaccompanied (sponsored by a member)
$120.00 + GST Member / Client
$72.00 + GST Adult 18 hole (19 yrs and up)
$40.00 + GST Adult 9 hole fee
$40.00 + GST Intermediate Guest*
$30.00 + GST Junior 18 hole (18 yrs and under)
$15.00 + GST Junior 9 hole (18 yrs and under)

Members are required to ensure that the Pro Shop is informed of guest play and that green fee and
power cart fees are paid. The accepted form of payment for green fees and power carts is credit card,
debit or member charge.
6. STARTING TIMES
Online tee time reservation is available through the club website. A member may also phone the Pro
Shop to enter a ballot. A draw will be made three days in advance beginning at 4:00pm and the draw
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sheet will be available when the Pro Shop opens the next morning. Members may check the web site,
with the Pro Shop personally or by phone, for their starting time. Members who wish to play on a
specific day but did not enter a starting slip may contact the Pro Shop for any available starting times 48
hours in advance. Members who have “broken off” after 9 holes may not recommence play, unless
given permission by Pro Shop staff.
7. CART CONTROL
Motor carts must be kept to pathways and Fairways wherever possible. Do not drive carts aimlessly
through the “Rough” while searching for golf balls. Park at the side of the fairway and conduct ball
search on foot. Do not drive carts through wooded areas. On holes 2, 5, 9, 12 and 14 carts are restricted
to the cart paths. Privately owned carts are not permitted. No junior member or junior guest may rent a
power cart at any time. (No longer use white lines, as mentioned prior)
Cart Fees:






For two $38.00 (18 holes) $22.00 (9 holes)
Shared $19.00 (18 holes) $12.00 (9 holes)
Single rider $25.00 (18 holes) $15.00 (9 holes)
60 Cart Package - 600.00
Prices do not include GST or PST

Medical Cart Policy:
1. Members who are on the Medical Cart list must use the cart at all times (9 or 18 holes).
2. Members who choose not to use the cart, will have their names removed from the medical cart
list.
3. If you wish to be on the list you must give the Pro Shop a current or updated signed letter from
your physician. This letter must certify that you cannot walk the golf course and indicate
whether this is a permanent or temporary condition.
4. If there are two players in a foursome on the medical cart list, these two players must ride
together.
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5. No additional riders are allowed when medical carts only are permitted on the course. The
purpose of the medical cart list is to reduce the number of carts on the course that day.
8. PRACTICING
Practice in other than designated areas is strictly forbidden.
Practice areas are as follows:





The Practice Range - bounded by the 1st, 2nd and 18th fairways and is out of bounds. The stakes
are on the inside of the screen fence enclosing the range. Therefore when the ball is in bounds,
the fence is an obstruction. To avoid serious injury to a fellow member, players using the
Practice Range must attempt at all times shots that will fall within the screened area. Repeated
violation of the above rule will result in suspension of the player’s Practice Range privileges.
Watch for players on the 18th tee and fairway.
The Putting Green - located to the left of the first tee.
The Chipping Green and Practice Bunker - located by the West parking lot. 2nd Chipping Green
and Practice Bunker located directly beside the practice hitting area

The following is a general guideline for the range closure times throughout the season:






April 15 - 30 7:00pm
May 1 - August 31 8:00pm
September 1 - 15 7:00pm
September 16 - October 15 6:00pm
October 16 - 31 5:00pm

**Please note that the range will close early on Sundays & Wednesdays for maintenance*

Maintenance Staff
Staffing numbers: 1 Superintendent, 1 Assistant Superintendent, 1 Equipment Technician,
16 full time seasonal and 4 part time staff carry out all maintenance operations.
Staff are to wear supplied uniforms at all times when on course.
All staff are properly trained prior to operating any equipment.
Review of safety manuals and videos are required prior to operation
Supervisors are to sign off on all verified safety procedures
Appropriate “Personal Protective Equipment” (PPE) shall be used in as required for each specific task
and supplied by Niakwa.
Each staff member is expected to work in a safe manner and is to refuse any work that they do not feel
safe completing.
Staff are acknowledged for their efforts by receiving verbal gratitude from management and other
tokens of appreciation.
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Staff are required to obey to the following guidelines.





Niakwa Staff are to be polite and courteous to members and guests at all times
Idling a machine down while golfers are teeing off, or putting; coming to a stop when members
are hitting
Staff are required to operate machinery safely at all times
Staff should assist members if required
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Course Maintenance Program
*All maintenance practices are subject to change depending on environmental conditions and turf
health. *
The golf course has been and will continue to be our top priority. This focus is driven by the responses
and comments received from the membership through our annual survey and focus groups for the
Strategic Plan. One message that we have heard consistently, is that all our members want the best
greens possible. With that message in mind Craig Campbell has designed a program to not only enhance
the quality of the greens for putting, but will improve their overall health. The second part of this
program, which will impact the course from tee to green, involves the support and participation of
entire membership.

Weekly Greens Maintenance
Each season Craig and his team will implement a weekly program for venting, verticutting and
topdressing the greens. Each of these processes are explained below.
1) Venting – As with all other respiring organisms, grass requires oxygen, especially to the root system.
Weekly spiking or solid tine aeration can provide that much needed oxygen, however, four hours is
required to complete this task. Core aeration is where organic material is removed from the soil. This
process is done twice a season.
2) Verticutting – This mechanical process of removing thatch. Weekly verticutting not only removes this
excess material, but the grooves left behind create an ideal opening for sand topdressing to work into
the turf canopy.
3) Topdressing – The light application of sand over the green surface helps to control thatch, improves
the speed, smoothness and firmness of the greens, in turn reducing ball marks. The sand also helps
promote healthy bentgrass, which helps the plant uptake nutrients. It also reduces disease potential and
can even help supress the germination of Poa annua seed.

What are the benefits?
These practices will ensure that the greens receive the nutrients and oxygen they require to remain
healthy throughout the season. The greens will be more resistant to ball marks and wear from the foot
traffic. The main benefit which the members will notice will be superior putting surfaces with consistent
speeds, from green to green. The efficiency of completing this work in one day will limit the disruption
to play throughout the rest of the week. This program has proven results and has been implemented at
many of Canada’s premier clubs.

When will this work be done?
This work will be scheduled for non-holiday Monday mornings and will require that the golf course
remain closed for the entire morning. As you can imagine, when the topic of course closure comes up, it
is always thoroughly discussed and debated. The Course Committee and the Board of Governors both
asked many questions and researched possible alternatives to closing. The end result of these
discussions were that Craig and his staff needed this time with the course to be able to consistently
complete the process and deliver improved greens. In previous years, all of these cultural practices had
been performed but at intermittent times with never enough frequency to achieve the intended results.
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This infrequency is why members have noticed inconsistent greens from hole to hole. In addition, trying
to work around play is not only very disruptive to members, but is a highly inefficient use of staff time as
well.

Why Monday mornings?
The fact is that there is never a good or easy time to close the course. With that in mind, the main
concern regarding this decision became ensuring that the disruption to members was kept to a
minimum. A variety of days and times were reviewed and considered. Monday proved the best option,
allowing Craig's team to focus completely on the course at a time when there was the least amount of
member play. In order to minimize the disruption, Craig has reworked the range maintenance schedule
to allow the range to be open to the members on Monday mornings. Now members will be able to at
least be able to get out and tune up their games on these mornings.

“Own a Hole” Program
The second part of our Course Maintenance program is the “Own a Hole” program. One universal
problem at golf courses around the world is ball marks and divots; their inevitable presence and their
effect on the playability of the fairways and greens impacts course and green conditions. Solving this
problem is never easy and requires the support and participation of the entire membership.
At Niakwa, the course set up crew is required to repair the most obvious ball marks in the immediate
area to where they will be placing the cup that day. In addition, the etiquette of most golfers is to
ensure there are no visible pitch marks or large unfilled divots while on playing each hole, however,
occasionally we all forget to do our part and the playability of the golf course deteriorates. In an effort
to help our maintenance staff provide blemish free fairways and putting surfaces, the course committee
would like to assign members their own hole to take ownership of throughout the year.
Based on the first letter of your last name your assigned hole is outlined below.
This friendly competition between members is not meant to remove everyone’s responsibility on each
and every hole to replace or fill their divots and repair ball marks, but to add that one specific hole
where they would take that extra step and fix addition flaws they may find.
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NIAKWA COUNTRY CLUB MEMBER ”OWN A HOLE” PROGRAM
FIRST LETTER IN LAST NAME INDICATES YOUR HOLE ASSIGNMENT
Hole 1 – A
Hole 2 – B
Hole 3 – C
Hole 4 – D
Hole 5 – E & F
Hole 6 – G
Hole 7 – H
Hole 8 – I & J
Hole 9 – K

Hole 10 – L
Hole 11 – M
Hole 12 – N & O
Hole 13 – P
Hole 14 – Q & R
Hole 15 – S
Hole 16 – T & U
Hole 17 – V & W
Hole 18 – X, Y & Z

The Board of Governors, Course Committee, Management team and staff, thank you for your support and
understanding. We are committed to ensuring that you and your guests have the best possible experience
at Niakwa. We believe that taking these necessary steps will help to provide the best course and green
conditions in the Province.
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Greens
Mowing
During the peak playing times the greens will be
mowed daily. During spring and fall seasons the
mowing frequencies will be reduced based on
mowing requirements. Greens are cut in seven
different directions to try to reduce grain while
providing a quality cut and reducing the
concentration of maintenance traffic. Greens are
cut with a Triflex mower and will be cut with walk
mowers for special events. Greens will be double
cut for large tournaments. When using the Triflex
mower, it takes one person approximately 3-3.5
hours to cut all of the greens. When walk mowers are used it takes three people 2.5-3 hours each, to
cut all of the greens. Today’s technology has allowed the Triflex mowers to provide a very similar quality
of cut as to the walk mowers. By using the Triflex to cut greens it allows the maintenance staff to
allocate two other staff members to other required tasks. For special events greens will be double cut to
increase green speeds. Mowing heights for tournament play will be .100”-.110”. Mowing heights during
the growing season will range between .110”-.120”, depending on growing conditions. Early spring and
late fall will range between .130”-.150”.

Vertical Mowing
This mechanical process controls thatch, which is the
combination of living and dead material that builds
up on the soil surface. With the new aggressive
grasses used on putting surfaces today, thatch can
build up very quickly, and while some thatch is
desired on greens for cushioning, too much thatch
provides a perfect environment for disease and insect
problems. It also restricts the flow of water and
nutrients into the soil profile. Weekly verticutting not
only removes this material, but the grooves left
behind are an ideal place for sand topdressing to
work into the turf canopy. Topdressing also helps to
reduce thatch, while providing consistency from
green to green.

Rolling
Rolling greens is a commonly used maintenance
practice implemented to increase green speeds by
providing a smooth, firm surface. Rolling greens
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provides benefits to the golfers as well as a few agronomic benefits, it can also lend itself to causing
issues if not managed properly.
Positives





Increased green speed
Improves smoothness and firmness
Allows for increased height of cut resulting in decreased disease potential, helping maintain
healthy turf conditions, while not effecting playability
Ability to help work light topdressing into the turf canopy

Negatives




Increased soil compaction
Reduced water infiltration
Added stress to heavily trafficked areas

Rolling occurs 4-5 times per week, unless greens speeds are reduced due to seasonal growth variations,
in which case rolling may occur more frequently. This job is done by one-two people and takes between
1.5 - 4 hours. Rolling does take place after mowing. During tournaments greens will be rolled daily. The
daily green speed standard at Niakwa is set between 10ft-10.5ft stimp meter reading.

Sand Topdressing
The weekly, light application of sand over the green surface has numerous benefits; however for the
health of the turf, the sand helps to regulate the development of thatch and also provides a smoother,
faster, firmer surface which also helps in reducing ball marks.
Positives









Improved smoothness
Increased firmness
Improved root zone
Thatch reduction
Improved water infiltration
Improved turf recovery
Disease reduction
Poa annua control

The weekly topdressing applications are done on
maintenance Mondays following verticutting.
The topdressing is done using a Dakota rotary
topdresser that is towed behind the John Deere
Gator. This job is performed by one person and
takes approximately 2-3 hours. Once the
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topdressing has a chance to dry, it is rolled into the turfs canopy using a greens roller. Two greens rollers
are sent out and can complete all green in 1.5-2 hours. The topdressing sand applied to the greens is
1mm USGA spec sand.

Tissue/Soil Sampling
Soil and tissue samples are being taken from greens once
a month. Tissue testing aids the superintendent in
determining which nutrients are lacking, which are
sufficient, and which are potentially rising. By performing
this test it helps the superintendent manage the biweekly fertility program. As the seasons change so do the
plants fertility requirements. Tissue samples are sent to a
lab that same day, giving the best representation of the
plants ability to uptake nutrients. Soil sampling is much
the same and is done to see what kinds of nutrients are
available in the soil and what is available to the plant. It is
also the only way to understanding the management of
the soil profile and in turn avoiding any major health
issues to the turf. Soil and tissue samples are the most
effective way to managing a balanced fertility program
and only feed the plant what it requires.

Fertility
The greens fertility program uses both liquid and granular fertilizers. Liquid fertilizers are sprayed every
two weeks during the growing
season. This process acts to spoon
feed the greens, reducing any large
fluctuations in growth. Between 1
and 2 pounds per 1000 square feet
of nitrogen will be applied annually
in a liquid form. Granular
applications are applied prior to
aeration to aide in the recovery
process. 1 to 3 pounds per 1000
square feet of Nitrogen will be
applied in a granular form annually.

Amendments
Growth regulators, wetting agents and bio stimulants are three products that are used to help provide
quality putting surfaces while maintaining turf health. Growth regulators are used to promote lateral
growth and root formation while reducing vertical growth, making the greens more constant between
mowing’s. Wetting agents help to retain moisture and are used during extended periods of hot weather.
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Wetting agents helps the greens retain moisture during the hot periods of the day, reducing the chance
of turf decline. Bio stimulants are added to the soil in a liquid form to increase the number of beneficial
organisms that help the turf plant uptake its nutrients. These amendments are critical in maintaining a
quality putting surface.

Disease Management
Green are the most important part of a golf course and are constantly being scouted for disease
development. Part of a provincial law demands we perform several inspections on site for disease,
weeds, and insect development. This is all part of an Integrated Pest Management Plan (IPM) which
promotes proactive approaches to disease detection and reduction. The IPM plan along with continued
education allows superintendent to make accurate disease management decisions.

Aeration
Aeration is a cultural practice preformed twice a season, one late May to early June and one midSeptember. Throughout the golf season heavily trafficked areas become compacted, reducing air and
water movement while creating carbon dioxide in the soil. The result of this can lead to a decline in turf
health.
Core aeration is a mechanical removal of turf,
thatch, and soil from a compacted area. This is
done by using a procore aerator manually
operated by one employee. This process takes
between 20 to 30 hours and is carried out by
approximately 10 employees. Immediately
after aeration the cores are removed from the
green and hauled away. Once aerated the
greens are then blown off removing any excess
debris. The green is then ready to be sand
topdressed. Once dry the sand is brushed into
the holes, the last step is to provide the area
with a light irrigation cycle and may include soil
amendment.
Solid tine aeration provides similar benefits to core aeration without as much disruption. This process
does not require sand topdressing, nor does it remove organic material. It is a supplemental process
done when core aeration cannot be done. Solid tine aeration is done using only one employee and
requires less time to complete. Solid tine aeration will be performed prior to morning play and is usually
carried out over a 3 day period. This type of aeration has no adverse effects on play and often goes
unnoticed. Solid tine aeration will occur several times thought the course of the season. How often it
will occur will be determined by the needs of the greens.
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Benefits of Aeration






Increases air flow/gas exchange
Improves water/nutrient infiltration
Reduces water runoff/puddling
Reduces compaction
Reduces thatch development

Tools
Moisture meter: This tool is used to determine the
water requirements of each green. The moisture meter
helps reduce overwatering improving turf health and
playability. This tool accurately measures the soil
moisture content and is used to indicate where
supplemental hand watering may be required.

Stimpmeter: This tool used to measure green speed. The
purpose of measuring the green speed is to help create
consistent conditions from green to green. These
measurements help determine many of our cultural
practices. The stimp meter is metal bar with a notch at one
end where a golf ball rests. As the bar is raised the ball
releases down the stimpmeter onto the green. The
measurement from the bottom of the stimp meter to the
point at which the ball stops is measured in feet. This
process is then repeated in the opposite direction and the
average distance the ball travels would be the speed of
that green.
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Tees and Aprons
Tee Mowing
Tees will be cut 4-5 times weekly; Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday. During spring and fall the
mowing frequencies will be reduced based
on mowing requirements. Tees are cut in 2
different directions, alternating from straight
up and down to 45 degree angle, to help
reduce traffic wear. Tees are cut with a
Triflex mower at a height of .400” all season.
It takes two people approximately 1.5-2
hours to cut all tees. (Releveling of tees
should occur on a 3-5 year cycle)

Apron Mowing
Much like tees, aprons will be cut 4-5 times a
week during the summer months; Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays. During the spring and
fall seasons the frequencies will be reduced based on the growth of the plant. Aprons are cut in 2
different directions, alternating from side to side and 45 degree angle. Aprons are cut with a Triflex
mower at a height of .400” all season. It takes two people approximately 1.5-2 hours to cut all aprons.

Topdressing
Tees are high traffic areas that receive significant play. Weekly topdressing on par 3’s takes place on
Mondays to help aid in the recovery process of those tees. This is process is carried out using a drop
spreader to apply a sandy soil mix to the damaged area of the tee box. This topdressing not only helps
damaged areas fill in more rapidly, but also helps maintain a level teeing ground.

Fertility/Amendments
4-5 granular fertilizer applications are applied yearly to tees and aprons. The first application is a
phosphorous application done in early spring to help improve root development. The second application
is a slow release granular product that will provide the plant with a consistent release of nutrients
throughout the majority of season. The third and fourth applications are slow release nitrogen and
potassium application that will help maintain a healthy plant until winter. Annually 4 lbs of nitrogen, 1lb
of phosphorous and 3lbs of potassium per 1000ft2 are put down on our tees and aprons. This may vary
slightly from year to year, based on the turfs requirements.
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Aeration
Tee and Apron aeration aids in the plants recuperative ability. Core aeration is done in conjunction with
greens aeration. This is done
to minimize disruption to
member play. It is carried
out over a 3-4 day period by
2-3 employees. Aeration is
done using the Procore
aerator. Once the tee/apron
have been aerated the cores
are either manually be
removed or blown off
depending on the area. Once
the cores are removed the
areas are topdressed. Tees
will be overseeded with 1
pound per 1000 square feet
of the executive bluegrass
seed mix to help fill in damaged areas and provide a healthy seed bank of perennial species to compete
against the annual bluegrass.
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Fairways
Mowing
Fairways will be cut 4-5 times a week Tuesday, Wednesday, Fridays, and Saturdays. When the fairways
are not being cut they will be
dragged to remove the early
morning dew. In spring and fall
mowing frequencies are reduced
based on the growth rate of the
plant. Fairways are mowed in two
different directions producing an
diamond pattern. This takes 2
employees 3.5 hours to cut all
eighteen fairways. Fairways are
maintained at a height of .500” and
will be lowered slowly to between
.450 and .425” for tournament play
two weeks prior to the tournament.
Fairways are to be maintained firm
enough to allow for bounce and ball roll.

Vertical Mowing
This mechanical process removes only the thatch from the turf. This process is done in early spring prior
to the first fertilization. The vertical mowing is done by 1 employee and take about 6-8 hours to verticut
all fairways. The fairways are then blown off using a Proforce blower to remove all the material left behind
following vertical mowing. This part of the process requires three staff, each on a separate blower and
takes 6-8 hours to complete.
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Aeration/Sand Topdressing
Fairways aeration is done once a year later in the season. This maintenance practice takes two weeks to
complete as there is 19 acres of fairways and requires 5-8 employees. First the fairways are aerated
using an aerator attached to the tractor. Once the
fairways are aerated and the cores are cleaned up
200 cubic yards of 2mm sand is put down over all
the fairways. The sand is then dragged into the
aeration holes using a chain-link drag mat.

Overseeding
Overseeding is a maintenance practice used to
incorporate new seed into an already existing turf
stand. Overseeding is done to help fill in thin or bare areas, increase density, improving turf varieties,
reducing disease potential, and enhancing the aesthetic appeal. This process starts with the fairways
being solid tined to create a bed in the soil for the seed. Then the fairways are topdressed with sand and
the seed mixed in. The seed is mixed in with the topdressing to act as a carrier when being applied. The
area is then spiked to help provide good soil to seed contact. The excess topdressing and seed can then
be dragged into the holes crated from the solid tine aeration using a chain-link drag mat. Now a seed
bank has started to develop and will sit dormant until the right environmental conditions allow
germination. This process should be repeated twice a year to insure sufficient competition for Poa
Annua populations and also insures a genetically diverse, new plant population. (Currently we are
looking into faster more efficient and successful ways of overseeding)

Fertility/Amendments
Fairways receive 4 granular applications of fertilizer throughout the season. Similar to that on tees and
aprons, the first application promotes root development. Spring and fall are the two time of the season
when you have a chance to focus on root development. In the summer the plant uses its roots to survive
the heat periods. Root development is important because that’s the part of the plant that is able to take
in nutrients supplied by granular fertilizer as well as the uptake of water. The second fertilizer
application is a slow release nitrogen product that promotes surface growth. The third application is a
nitrogen and potassium application. This application increases the nitrogen amount to a comfortable
level to get through the year while the potassium helps with all around plant health. The fourth and final
application is another phosphorous application to help with the root development as previously stated.
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Overall 2.5lbs of nitrogen, 1lb of phosphorous, and 1.5lbs of potassium per 1000ft2 are put down
annually on our fairways. These numbers may slightly vary from year to year.
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Rough
Mowing
Mowing rough is done 5 days a week during the growing season. Rough mowing requires 2 employees 8
hours a day Monday-Friday. One employee will work the front nine and the other will work on the back
nine. When the rough is
not actively growing,
mowing will be reduced
accordingly in certain
areas. An 18 foot swath
will be cut around the
rough area closest to
the fairway on
Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays. This is
done to try to keep the
rough consistent. It can
take one mower a week
to make it around nine
holes making the rough
on the starting point
much longer then the
freshly cut stuff by week’s end. Sending out the extra mower 3 times a week helps reduce the length of
time certain areas have been untouched. This also helps make the rough more consistent throughout
the entire course. The Tri-Mow/1st cut of rough will be cut at 1.5”. All other rough will be mowed at 2.5”
with the exception of the rough around the tees and bunkers which will be cut at 3”. Dew Strips, which
is the shorter grass strip from the tee to the fairway and the secondary cut around greens on par 4’s and
5’s, will be cut at .900” every second day.

Fertility
The rough will receive one application annually of a slow release fertilizer. This will be put down at a rate
of 1.25lbs of nitrogen per 1000ft2. This application of nitrogen will help provide a healthier plant,
provide aesthetic value, and reduce weed potential.
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Bunkers
Maintenance
Bunkers are one of the most labour
intensive areas on the course and
require nonstop attention in order
to provide playable conditions.
Each and every day there is at least
4 employees allocated to bunker
maintenance. Due to the contours
the once commonly used sand pro
cannot be used in most bunkers
resulting in hand ranking. MondayFriday 4 or more employees spend
8 hours maintaining bunkers. It
takes approximately 6 hours to
hand rake all the bunker. The final
2 hours out of day is utilized for weeding, edging, and replacing sand. Green side bunkers will have a
minimum depth of 4” of sand on the base and a minimum of 2” on the slopped edges. 1.5mm Anseeuw
sand is used in greens side bunkers. Rakes are placed 6-8 paces away from one and other. This can vary
depending on the use of the bunker. Fairways bunkers will be maintained Monday- Friday and as
needed on weekends. A minimum of 2” of sand will be maintained on the base and edges of fairway
bunkers. The same 1.5mm Anseeuw sand will be used when the bunkers require additional sand. Rakes
will be placed 8-10 paces apart.

Bunker Edge Maintenance
Mowing all of the bunkers on the entire course takes between 6-8 hours and requires 6-8 employees.
This process is done once a week
unless otherwise required. All the
areas that can’t be mown with the
riding mower are pushed mowed by 2
employees. 2 other employees closely
follow trimming the bunker edge
where the grass meets the sand. Once
the mowing and trimming are
complete 1-2 employees blow the
clipping from the bunkers. The
remaining employees on the crew can
then rake the bunkers for play.
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Fertility/amendments
In recent years we have tried to
develop a plan to help address the
drying and deterioration of the
bunker edges. The bunkers edges
receive monthly applications of
fertilizer and growth regulators as
well wetting agents, to create as
healthy a plant as possible. The
fertilizer helps provide the bunker
edges with the proper nutrient
leading to a healthier plant. Another
product has been incorporated to
help aid in the recovery from drought stress, due to the fact that many receive little to no irrigation. The
plant growth regulator reduces surface growth, improves plant rooting and increases plant density. The
root development helps stabilize the bunker edges reducing the potential of exposed soils
contaminating the sand surface. The growth regulator also reduces the number of times that staff is
required to mow these areas which has shown to improve stabilizing the edges.
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Driving Range
Tee Mowing
The driving range tee deck is mown 5
times a week. Like all other areas in
spring and fall mowing is done based on
plant growth. The tee is cut in 3
different directions to try and reduce
grain while providing a quality cut. It
takes 20-30 minutes to cut the tee and
is done by one employee. The teeing
blocks are moved back daily by the back
shop employees, therefore the area cut
is the area behind the tee blocks. This
provides the areas previously used
some more recovery time allowing a
better chance to fill in. The range tee is
cut at .500”.

Mowing range
The range is mown once a week on Monday mornings. The range must be clean picked Sunday evening
to allow it to be cut. The range is cut by 1 employee and takes 2.5-3 hours to complete. The height of cut
on the range is 1.5”. The recent use of plant growth regulators on the driving range has proven to
reduce the frequency at which the range needs to be cut. The driving range surrounds will be done once
a week this includes push mowing and trimming along fence line and around learning center.

Divot Sand/Seed
Each morning the soil and seed buckets on the range are refilled ensuring adequate amounts of sand for
members to fill divots when done practicing on the
range. The previous days teeing area is then covered
with soil and seed to fill in the wear areas and are
leveled using a leveling tool. The excess soil will then
be put down over the previous days teeing ground
using a drop topdresser. Note: this is just a light
application. This job is done by 1 employee and
takes 20-30 minutes. All members should be sure to
fill divots to help with quicker recovery of the area.
It is also recommended that divots be taken in a
straight line as opposed to random spots, as it has
been proven to speed up recovery times in those
areas.
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Aeration
Driving range aerations occurs in the fall on a yearly basis. The tee deck is aerated using the walking
Procore aerator. It takes one employee 1.5-2 hours to complete the aeration. The cores are allowed to
dry and then are broken up with a steel drag mat, returning much sandy soil back to the tee. The
remaining organic matter is then blown off using the Proforce blower. The tee deck is then topdressed
with the same sand soil mix as the construction of the tee and the sand is then dragged into the aeration
holes. This entire process takes 1-2 employees 4-5 hours. This aeration will be carried out once
members are hitting off the mats at the back of the tee. This process is done over a 2-3 day period
allowing the range to remain open.
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Course Set-up
Course Set-up
The goal for the daily course set up is to make the course fair to players of all skill levels. Often hole
locations or teeing grounds are determined by wear areas, always looking to find a healthy area for the
hole/teeing ground. Pin locations are on a 9 day cycle to try to reduce wear areas/patterns. With smaller
green surfaces it can sometimes be difficult to find good pinnable locations, which can lead to increased
wear on certain areas of the greens. Course set-up is done by two staff members and usually takes
approximately 3-4 hours. Course set-up is done on a daily basis. During spring and fall when play is
reduced certain aspects of the course setup can be deferred to every second day. This will be at the
discretion of the superintendent. Flags, pins, and cups will all be evaluated and replaced if needed at the
start of each season.

Pin Locations
Pins are cut using an auger that has a depth gauge to ensure a consistent depth to each cup. Once the
hole is cut the cup is placed in the hole and is set into place using a cup setter. The edge of the cup is
then be painted using a special paint and
tool, making the soil edge much more visible
and acts to stabilize the edge for improved
play later in the day. The flag is then removed
and the appropriate colour change put on.
The existing hole location can be filled in
using the material and plug taken from the
new hole. There are three different pin
colours red/front, white/middle, and
gold/back. Daily pins locations will be placed
in easy-moderate areas and where there is no
change in slope within two feet of the hole.

Tees
There are four sets of tees which provide a length suitable for all skill sets; greens/forward,
white/middle, blue/middle, and gold/back. Tees are set up 5 paces apart and no closer than 3 feet from
the back of a tee box. The tee blocks are aligned to the landing area of each individual hole. Tee markers
are moved daily with the exception of spring and fall. The tee markers and divot boxes will be set to not
cause interference with shots from back tees.

Other Duties
Other duties performed during course set-up include; emptying all garbage cans on the course and
around the club, wiping down all benches, filling divots on tee boxes, filling up all soil boxes at each tee,
including the large soil boxes for bottle refilling. The staff also picking up broken tees, especially on the
par 3 tees, topping up all ball washers with soap and water, repair ball marks on greens, and make sure
course signs and ropes are straightened. As well collecting any other debris that may have been left
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behind or fallen over night. Divots will be filled on all tee boxes on a daily basis and done twice a day on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays to insure a constant supply for members. The large seed boxes will be
checked and filled daily.
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Irrigation
The water supply at Niakwa Golf and Country club comes from the Seine River, where it is pumped into
the two retention ponds. If there is not a lot of precipitation, the river levels can drop quickly, thereby
increasing the importance of efficient and proper irrigation practices. The two holding ponds combined
hold enough water to water the entire course for approximately 30 days.
How the Seine River is utilized
Water is drawn from Seine River and pumped into the pond between 4 and 6. The water is gravity fed
into the second holding pond between 11 and 16. Water flows from the second holding pond through a
self-cleaning screen into the pump house via a 12-inch pipe where it enters the bottom of the wet well
inside the pump house. From there water is pumped by the two vertical turbine pumps and distributed
onto the course. The two holding ponds are used for settling out dirt, debris, silt, and other sediment
that has the potential to affect the efficiency of the irrigation system.

System Specifications
Niakwa’s pump house is equipped with two 50-hp vertical turbine pumps. Combined these two pumps
can pump 1200 gallons of water a minute. The
irrigation system is only able to handle
approximately 600 gallons of water a minute due
to pipe sizing. The pump house has a flow meter
that is used for tracking all water use. The flow
meter allows us to track water annually, monthly,
weekly, and even daily. Irrigation line sizes range
from 1-6” lines and run throughout the entire site.
Approximately 500 sprinkler heads are located on
the golf course.

Irrigation Scheduling
Irrigation scheduling is done solely based on weather and moisture meter readings. Monitoring the
weather closely and planning irrigation cycles around the forecast is critical in maintaining firm
conditions. The moisture meter provides feedback within seconds of probing an area giving accurate
quantifiable numbers in determining if an area requires water or not. Newly added to the system is a
central control system allowing greater control of the overall system, making watering much more
efficient. Hand watering will be used on localized dry spots. Syringing will take place during periods of
high heat to cool the turfs canopy reducing the chance of the turf drying out.

Repairs
All irrigation repairs are performed in house as required.

Start Up/Blowout
The irrigation start-up is seasonally dependent, however, it generally occurs mid-April. The blowout of
the system is done closer to the end of October. In colder climates the blowing out of all irrigation lines
is required to eliminate water freezing in the underground pipes causing them to expand and crack. This
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is done using a large commercial compressor that pushed air through the entire system, in turn pushing
all of the water out of the system. Blowout takes 2 days and requires 2-4 employees.
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Disease Management
Management strategies
The chance that a superintendent sees some sort of disease over the course of a season is almost
inevitable. As turf managers, trying to minimize factors that contribute to disease development is a
large part of what we do. Some of the cultural practices done to help in disease reduction include
topdressing, verticutting, aeration, increased height of cut in spring and fall, precise watering, balanced
fertility, dew removal and proper plant selection.

Treatment
The treatments of disease will
vary depending on the severity.
The superintendent will look to
reduce the potential of any
issues, using cultural controls as
they are the most
environmentally sound method.
If these methods do not control
the disease then chemical action
will take place as last resort.
Niakwa has for a number of
years been on a preventative
chemical maintenance program.
Preventative chemical control is
the standard at the club. Smaller
doses keeping the plant in a healthier state, reduces the chances of sever disease potential. The severity
of some diseases will require immediate chemical action in order to save the plant. If chemical action is
required there is at least one employee on staff required to have a valid pesticide applicators licence.
The choice of the appropriate chemical can then be made and applied effectively and safely.

Common Diseases
Some of the more common diseases faced at Niakwa include: dollar spot, waitea patch, fusarium,
anthracnose, take all patch, and pink and grey snow moulds. All of these diseases require different
environmental condition. Being prepared and being on a preventative program help in minimizing
outbreaks of many of these diseases. In the event of a disease outbreak or if a disease has been
detected, corrective measures are taken.
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Pond Management
There are two ponds located on Niakwa’s property one between 4-6 which is approximately 2.3 acres
and 6-7ft dee. The other pond is
between 11-16 which is
approximately 3.5 acres and 6-7 ft.
deep. These ponds act as holding
ponds for our irrigation water.
Aquatic weeds can be a seasonal
challenge and are not only an
eyesore, but they can also create
problems for the irrigation system.
When debris ends up in the
irrigation system it can clog
screens, filters, nozzles, and pipe,
reducing the efficiency of the
system. When these flushes of
growth appear a chemical
application may be required to reduce and or eliminate the weeds before major problems arise. Some of
the management strategies that are employed to try to combat this issue include the 4 large fountains
that increase dissolved oxygen levels in the water, creating a more aerobic “healthier” pond. Also pond
dyes are used to help reduce the ability for sunlight to reach the bottom of the pond, which reduces the
potential of rooted weeds.
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Trees
Tree Maintenance
There are several different species of trees
throughout the course. The dominant species
include oaks, ash, maple, basswoods, spruce
and poplar. 2 employees will be utilized 3-4
times a week to perform proper tree pruning
maintenance. With an older stand of trees
dead wood or dead standing trees are a
serious safety concern. The two employees
will focus on removing dead wood from trees,
removing the hazard from above. The two
staff are also responsible for pruning
branches to help promote proper growth
habits, while providing an aesthetically
pleasing trees. These procedures are done
using the Patriot lift which has proven to be a
very useful tool. In the spring and fall more
intensive tree work takes place with crews
working in the bush removing dead standing
trees and trees that have been expressed as a
concern from neighbouring home owners.

Fertility/Amendments
The trees within the tree line will be fertilized two times a year. Pest control inoculation will take place
once a year on 150 elm trees. The inoculation is done on the mature elms to help prolong the life
expectancy by reducing the trees chance of contracting Dutch elm disease.

Plantings
Due to the older population of trees, considerations of the future have been a big part of the tree
committee’s commitment. An aggressive
approach has been taken to try to provide
the golf course with new healthy plantings.
Approximately 30 new trees a year have
been planted around the course for the last
5 years. These trees have been strategically
planted to provide safety from hole to hole
as well as adding an aesthetic appeal to the
course and keeping with the Parkland
design.
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Flowers
Flower Maintenance
Annual flower planting usually occurs the first week of June. This schedule is a guideline depending on
potential overnight frost conditions. The annual flowers are kept in the ground until the first heavy frost
usually coinciding with late September.
The focus of the all flowers planted on the
course is to aide in the aesthetic appeal of
the course and the grounds around the
clubhouse and Gupta terrace, while not
interfering with playability.
The flower beds are to be kept weed and
debris free throughout the duration of the
golf season. The flowers are to be fertilized
weekly with a water soluble fertilizer.
Annual flowers requiring dead heading will
be done at the discretion of the gardener.
The flower bed at the putting green is to
spell “Niakwa” with approved colour
scheme.
Perennial plantings are to include the introduction of Carl Forester Grass in or around each flower bed
as to carry a theme to tie the entire course together. By increasing the number of perennial in the
flower beds helps in reducing inputs and labour required by annual plantings, and can be just as
aesthetically pleasing for the membership.
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Animal/Insect Control
Animal control
Animal control is managed with the intent of producing a healthy, sustainable environment for all living
animals, without disrupting the member’s golf
experience. Continuous monitoring and evaluation is
done to ensure these goals are met. Trapping is done
through Manitoba conservation, in the event that any
animal is removed from the property.

Insect control
Insect control is managed by minimizing the amount
of standing water on the property. Any standing
water on the property will be larvicided. Larviciding
will be repeated as required. The installation of a
mosquito magnet near the club is used to help
reduce the mosquito population around the terrace.
The installation of bat houses around the course is
used to naturally control insect populations. In the
event that insect populations become too high,
fogging will occur early in the morning, using a
certified insecticide. The timing of the fogging is
critical as to not affect the staff and members.
The long range goal of the course maintenance is to become an Audubon Certified golf course. Audubon
is a global business that audits all aspects of a golf course from an environmental stand point. Becoming
sustainable and remaining an environmental steward is critical to Niakwa and will continue to strive and
improve on all aspects of their environmental impact.
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Course Closure Procedures
Rain/Lightening
The Pro Shop is equipped with a weather
detection system alerting them when
inclement weather is present in the
area. Once detected the Pro Shop will
sound an air horn notifying all golfers to
halt play and find a safe area to take
cover or return to the club house. Once
the weather system has passed and play
is safe to resume the air horn will be
sounded again.

Frost
When frost is present the course
superintendent or the assistant will
notify the Pro Shop of the delay. A sign will also be put up by the first tee notifying the golfers of the
frost delay. Until the frost sign has lifted all members are to remain off the course including the practice
putting green, old 10, and the driving range. The driving range may be used as long as the green mats
are being used and all carts remain on the cart paths. Walking on grass that is covered in frost causes
the plant to break and cell walls to rupture. When this occurs the plant can no longer function normally.
Avoiding frost-covered turf is very important in reducing unneeded damage.

Respectfully Submitted
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Frequency of Maintenance Practices
TASK
Mowing
Rolling
Topdressing

Monday




Tuesday



Wednesday

Thursday

GREENS





Friday

Saturday

Sunday













TEES
Mowing
Topdressing
Par 3’s
Driving
Range Tee
Mowing













Mowing
Mowing





Raking





Change Pins
Move Tees








APRONS

FAIRWAYS

ROUGH

BUNKERS

COURSE SET-UP
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